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Go global and empower
the IBMR way.

Welcome to IBMR!

I

ndia's changing economic scenario has brought
about a new age that is as turbulent as it is
dynamic. Today our country is facing a new spectrum
of challenges brought about by the integration of
global economies, adoption of new technologies, innovative manufacturing business practices and paradigm
shifts in our approach towards customer service and
corporate governance. Corporate India today needs
successful global managers, who have the skills and
confidence to meet these challenges, and go beyond
and become not just leaders, but pioneers and path
breakers of the future. We believe you are that future!
Through innovative study, insightful lectures and interactive group discussions, delivered by leading academics and industry principals, you will develop powerful
decision-making, problem-solving and leadership skills
in an environment that is both enriching and supportive. Fully accredited programs and contemporary curriculum, carefully selected syllabi and pedagogy,
makes the program more challenging and relevant to
the industry demands.

In this brochure you will find details on the
Management programs, its structure and course content, study options, fees and scholarships, and testimonials from current students and recent graduates. If
you have additional questions or would like more
details, please get in touch with our Admission Office.
We look forward to welcoming you to IBMR at all the
four campuses and assure you that it will be an experience, one will cherish for life.
IBMR is not just about State-of-the-art infrastructure,
wi-fi enabled campuses, top-notch faculty and airconditioned classrooms. IBMR is about holistic student
development; about a unique learning space that gives
you the opportunity to discover your potential, sharpen
your skills, shape your personality and ultimately realise your potential.
At IBMR, we believe in you!
Come, discover yourself, go global &
get empowered!

Vinaychandra Mahendrakar
Managing Director
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Messages from
Deans

Dr. Rajendra Malowade

Dr. C. Manohar

Director Academics,
IBMR Hubli Campus

Executive Director & Dean
IBMR-IBS Bangalore Campus

A

n MBA degree is considered as the most valuable post
graduate degree in the world. An MBA programmes
sharpen the skills required for becoming efficient managers
and empowers students to find exciting career opportunities
where they can apply the gained knowledge.
IBMR has always adopted a unique model of education that
is student centric. The guiding philosophy of the Institute
has been creation and effective transmission of knowledge.
IBMR's faculty, well known and highly respected in their
respective academic fraternities are committed to this guiding philosophy which is a key distinguishing factor of the
MBA programme of IBMR.
IBMR is collaborating in developing and delivering joint academic and industrial programmes through MOUs with international universities and industries. The Grenoble University
Graduate Business Institute, The University of Stirling,
Bordeaux University are among its counterparts. Students
are given opportunities to work on live projects through tieups with organizations across a spread of Institutions. The
excellent placements and success of IBMR students in
industry bear testimony to the effectiveness of IBMR's MBA
Programme.
IBMR's top notch infrastructure includes Classrooms of the
highest standards, a well stocked Library, and state-of-theart IT labs and round the clock Wi-Fi internet access.
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the MBA programme of
IBMR and invite you to embark upon a secure step towards
your career in management. Wishing you the very best and
success in all your endeavors.
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A

s the global economy has converged countries into borderless entities, the corporate world is continuously
pushed by knowledge, fueled by technology. Indian
corporates are growing in a fast forward mode, and global corporations are looking at India as a valuable source of manpower of high quality and competency. A sound academic
foundation, strong and effective content delivery by competent faculty, and exposure to industry will pave the path for
students in their journey from campus to corporates.
IBMR-IBS, an institution of new age, believes in the best and
endeavours to create the robust, incorporating values and
imbibing ethics in its approach to developing students. With
flexibility to bring in innovation in teaching methods and the
state of the art learning technologies, IBMR is geared to provide future leaders of India Inc. Our students, filled with
determination to excel, march forward with grit and will, confidence and competence. To enable and empower them is our
mission.

IBMR has multiple campuses
across India - Hubli, Bangalore,
Ahmedabad, Delhi NCR

Dr. R. K. Balyan

Dr. G.R. Narayanan

Executive Director & Dean
IBMR Ahmedabad Campus

Director Academics
IBMR Delhi NCR Campus

G

lobal business environment is under tremendous pressure and rapid changes are taking place in social, cultural, legal, economic, political and technological areas
across the world. There are free movements of resources
from one country to another and we are moving towards
globalization. In the present situation, India is emerging as
one of the most attractive destination for business.
There is a huge investment by MNCs in capital markets,
FDI, joint ventures and export import activities. Due to
advent of MNCs in India, a lot of opportunities and business
have been created and the challenges have increased.
Indian Universities and Institutions have accepted the challenges strongly.
Institute of Business Management & Research too rose to
the occasion ahead of other institutes, and accepted the challenges and shouldered the responsibility to cultivate and
improve knowledge and skills of professionals and enable
them to capture the best available opportunity through MBA
and MCA programmes. Demand of these programs has drastically increasing in India and abroad.
We are totally committed to our objective and providing very
conducive study environment for students. We offer high
value, career oriented and quality based professional education in the field of management and technology.
We look forward to welcoming you at IBMR Ahmedabad,
assuring you of a better future with us.

W

elcome to IBMR, Delhi NCR – one of the finest
Business Schools in the region!

More than ever before, the world demands managers and
business leaders who can lead businesses to the forefront of
the world economy, or those who can steer global businesses to succeed. The infrastructure and the faculty at
IBMR Delhi NCR, and with its focus in providing global management thought leadership and deep insights, the institution prepares students for that role, giving them that critical
edge for success.
IBMR as a Business School has established itself as a quality business school, delivering a learning experience that is
rigorous, relevant and rewarding. Our role is to challenge
and inspire students, and ultimately enabling them to
achieve their potential for both personal and professional
growth. Today, we continue to attract a great diversity of students who have drive, confidence and a burning desire to
advance the progress of business and society.
IBMR today offers a regular dual degree MBA/PGPM program. This year we will add on an Executive MBA program
and other short term programs for practicing mangers.
Admission to our programs is extremely competitive, and we
are proud of this reputation.
Indeed, IBMR Delhi NCR has all the makings of an exciting
place to study and grow. The thrust for excellence and the
will to sustain the momentum has been made possible
through the dedication and talent of our faculty and staff,
the high quality of our students, and the achievements of
our alumni. We assure you of the best in our attempt in
developing global managers of the future.
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IBMR - Your window to
go global & get empowered!
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At IBMR, the focus goes
beyond education. IBMR
prepares students for life.

About IBMR Group
F

ounded in 1999, Institute of Business
Management and Re-search (IBMR) was envisioned as an autonomous Institution, dedicated to helping students evolve and shape themselves into effective managers. Under a dynamic leadership, and
guided with the objective of developing an institution
offering quality education, IBMR today has a pan India presence with campuses in Hubli, Bangalore,
Ahmedabad and Delhi NCR and a host of top-class
international institutional alliances.
The IBMR Group is focused on three major areas Management, IT and Re-search, with courses ranging
from Undergraduate to the Post Graduate level. IBMR

offers graduate MBA programmes and PGPM
programmes creating a bridge of knowledge required
by the changing needs in industry today. Students can
also pursue a twinning programme whereby they can
acquire industry-relevant skills.
At IBMR the focus goes beyond education. IBMR
endeavours to prepare students for life - ingraining in
them the pysche of the eternal student - the student
who is ever a learner, driven by a thirst for knowledge;
a passion to excel and ignited with the desire to
achieve success, not just a temporal success, but one
that is for life.
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Staffordshire, UK

IBMR campuses with state-of
-the-art infrastructure . . .
across India and connecting
you globally . . .
Our Campuses
IBMR, Hubli
The flagship institution of IBMR is situated in the pulsating trade center of Hubli-Dharwar region of
Karnataka. This campus - a source of inspiration for
the entire group - is a spacious well equipped school of
learning with an ambience that reflects quality, commitment dedication and honor.
IBMR - Hubli, envisioned as a premier centre for managerial studies, has much to offer to its students - a top
class education combining a finely tuned balance of
academics, industry, and leisure. Backed up by committed and dedicated faculty, and a top-notch infrastructure, IBMR Hubli is a unique environment that
turns out outstanding managers with skills which are
necessary to meet the challenges of today and the
future successfully. Welcome to IBMR - Hubli for a life
changing experience.
IBMR - IBS, Bangalore
IBMR - IBS is situated in the Bangalore on the Hosur
highway in the vicinity of the Electronics City - home
to the might Infosys and the very nerve center of
India’s silicon valley of India. This creates a location
advantage to the students of IBMR - IBS.
The classy interiors, friendly faculty and staff combined with the state of the art infrastructure make up
for a pleasant ambience and a splendid environment
for learning. The spacious and well lit porches and
lounge provide spaces where students get together for
after class interaction and leisure.
Bangalore - an epicenter of corporate activity with presence of top global corporate entities and industries and
also famous for its metropolitan life - gives the IBMR IBS students a homogeneous mix of learning and lei-

sure. A host of interactive and colorful cultural events
which is a regular feature at IBMR-IBS makes students
feel that it is a home away from home.
IBMR, Ahmedabad
We extend a warm welcome to you all to the fold of
IBMR, Ahmedabad family, by joining us you will be
joining a journey full of unique experience that will
transform your life completely. Every student at IBMR,
Ahmedabad is chiseled to chip off the rough edges and
polished for finesse to turn out a professional and competent manager. This is brought about by a variety of
pedagogy and extra curricular activities, in a highly
interactive and collaborative environment.
IBMR, Ahmedabad has a team of highly qualified and
dedicated faculty and staff that work hand in hand
with you to hone your knowledge and personality,
besides the state of the art infrastructure that makes
learning a pleasant experience.
IBMR Delhi NCR
With phenomenal growth in recent years, Delhi NCR is
a success story with excellent physical and social
infrastructure that has made this a destination of
many industries and institutions. IBMR has instituted
its campus in Delhi NCR (Gurgoan) and would like to
cater to this metropolis and also be a part of this
growth. The Delhi NCR Campus is a new premises and
has infrastructure to make this a well equipped campus of international standard with faculty and staff
drawn from both academic and industry personnel,
who have excelled in their own field of work. The
library consists of a good collection of books and journals apart from an e-library which gives access to
information sources around the globe.
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IBMR Group
Advisory Council
Prof. N. S. Ramaswamy
National Professor & Founder
Director IIM, Bangalore
Dr. Matthew Hibberd
Stirling University, UK
Prof. Sundaram Janakiraman
SIM Global University, Singapore
Mr. George Abraham
Chairman, GA Group Enterprise,
Singapore
Mr. Krishnamurthy S
FCA,Visiting Faculty IIM(B), IIT(B), IILM
(Delhi), TAPMI(Manipal), TIDC
(Trivandrum), KMA (Cochin)
Dr. Sergio Sgambato
Indo-Italian Chamber of Commerce &
Industry
Mr. Y.S. Hegde
Advisor, Tata Constancy services
Mr. J.P. Ghate
Director, World Trade Center, Mumbai
Dr. Ashok Sharma
Himachal Pradesh, Productivity Council
Mr. M.B. Jayaram
Public Relations Council of India, Chief
Mentor
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Mr. Madan Desai
Chairman, Desai Group of Companies
& Past President, Karnatak Chamber of
Commerce & Industry, Hubli
Mr. Malcolm Steven
General Manager, Technova Imaging
Systems
Mr. Senthil Nayagam T
Chairman, Institution of Engineers
Prof. Jagadish S
Professor & HOD (IT Dept), IIM (B)
Dr. Janatrdan Jha
Senior Advisor Manipal Universal
Leaning, Ex - Vice Chancellor IGNOU,
Delhi & Birla Institute of Technology,
Ranchi

Mr B. B. Patel
Corporate Head, Xellom, Institute
Mr N R Vyas
Corporate Head, Cadila
Pharmaceuticals, Ahmedabad.
Mr. Rajesh Sharma
Director General
Service Export Promotion Council
Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India,
New Delhi
Mr. K.G. Ramachandran
Former Chairman & MD, BHEL
Bangalore
Mr. Pradeep Kumar Shrestha
Past President,FNCCI
MD, Panchakanya Group
Kathmandu, Nepal

Dr. Baldev Sharma
Professor Emeritus
International Management Institute,
New Delhi

Mr. T. Pradeep Kumar
CEO, Suzlon Generators Pvt. Ltd
Pune

Mr Saurabh Dixit
Group President
Adani, Ahmedabad

Mr. N.D. Rajpal
Resident Director, Alembic Limited
Past National President, PRCI

Mr Amitabh Thakore
Business Head, Suzlon, Ahmedabad
Mr K K Verma
Head HR Academy, Ahmedabad

Faculty & Resource Persons
Faculty at IBMR are a dynamic pool of professionals who have vast and varied experience in the field of academics as well as industry. IBMR
has left no stone unturned in the effort to assemble a top-notch team of professionals who are clearly focused on the group's vision and share
the institution's deep rooted commitment to delivering a quality learning experience to its students. They are supplemented by the carefully
selected group of resource persons, each of whom is an expert and leader in their chosen field.

Faculty
Dr. Ram Kumar Balyan

Ms. Bhavna Chhabra

Ms. Geeta Venu

BE,MBA,MPM,PGDBA,PGDAM
MA.LLB,Ph.D

BCom, MCom, PGDCA

MCom, M.Phil, Ph.D

Dr.C.Manohar

Ms. Himani Awasthi

Ms. Laura Vatsala

BSc, MCM (HR)

B.E, MBA

Ms. Renuka Garg

Ms. Hemalatha

BCom, MBA, ACS, CFA

MBA

M.Com,MBA,Ph.D,ACS

Dr.G.R.Narayanan
M.Com,Ph.D (IISc) Dsc(III)

Dr.Rajendra Malowade
M.A. Ph.D

Dr.Nandeesh V Hiremath
M.Sc(Agri), Ph.D, PGDHRM, PGDRD,
CCIPRs, ACBT & IPRs (WIPO)

Dr. Jayashree Ben Thakore
BA,LLB, MSW, Ph.D

Dr. Nayana Gangadhar
MA, Ph.D

Prof. V.R. Ravikumar
PGDM (IIM-B)

Prof. Sadanand Havanagi
BE, MBA, MPhil.

Mr. Bhavesh Pandya
M.Com, MBA, M.Phil

Mrs. Pinal Shah
BE, MBA

Prof. Bhaskar N Mehta
M,Com

Mr. Kiran Kubasadgoudar
MCom, MBA, PGDRM(RA)

Ms. Poonam Arora
BSc, Msc, MS

Ms. Karishma Singh
BCom, MBA

Ms. Neha Chibber
BCom, LLB, MBA

Ms. Shikha Bhatia
BCA, MBA

Visiting Faculty

Ms. Pallavi Mishra
BSc ( Mathematics), MPM

Ms. Saraswati Joshi

Mr. L. N. Desai

MSc ( Statistics)

BE, MTech

Mr. Rajendra Prasad

Ms. Rubina Begum M

MBA

MCom, MBA

Ms.Latha Kavishwar

Ms. Swetha Kidiyoor

MBA

MCom,MBA

Mr. Shankaragouda Patil

Mrs. Nanda Inamdar

MCom, MBA

MBA

Mr. Manjunath

Mr. Arun Kubasadgoudar

BALLB, LLM

MBA

Mr. Nagaraj Yamanur

Mr. Sunil Kattimani

MA, MLib, Ph.D

MBA

Mr. Sushil Jadhav

Mr. Harshavardhan Sheelavant

MCom, M.Phil

MA, Dip.in HRD

Ms. Savita Braganza

Mr. Deepak Karade

MBA

MA

Mr. Harish Kothari

Mrs. Krishnaveni

MCom, CA, LLB

MBA

Mr. Chetan Jhaveri

Mr. Raghavendra JC

MSc, PGDCA

MCA, ADSE

Dr. Viral Bhatt

Mrs Rashmi M

MCom, Ph.D

Msc

Mr. Kaushal Dilipbhai Amin

Ms. Farzana Begum

BCom, CA

MCA
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Prof. G S Arora

Ms. Sudha Agarwal

Col. Jitender Kataria

MBA Ph.D

BCom,CA

Msc Military Science

Dr. Ganguly

Dr. Vidhi Bhargava

Ms. Roopa Nandi

MBA, Ph.D

MCom, Ph.D

MBA, Dip. In Marketing CIM, UK

Mrs. Pragna

Mr. A.G. Krishnan

Ms. Swathi Mehra

BSc, LLM, CAIIB

CA

BSc , PGDCA, PGDBM, Dip. In French

Mrs. Vishal Dahiya

Mr. V.N Naganand

Ms. Annapurna

MCA, M.Phil

MBA

MA Psychology, MPhil,

Prof. Ramesh Joshi

Mr. Manjunath

Mr. Neeraj Mehra

MBA, LLB

MBA

MA, (Hindi), MA ( English), MA ( French)

Mr. U Bhatt

Dr. Chandrashekar

Mr. B P Mishra

MBA, MSW

MBA Ph.D

IAS (Retd)

Mr. Sundeep Balyan

Ms.Vidyaprasad

Mr. Krishnan Batra

BCA, MBA

MSc. CAIIB,PGDMCJ

MTech IIT, PGDIM, MBA

Prof. Ishani Pandya

Ms. Darshika Sanghani

Mr. Devesh Lowe

MA, Dip in French

Mcom, PGDBA

MSc, DCP

Mr. M. I. Korishetti

Ms. Chandana

Ms. Vineeta Mishra

MCom

MA (Mathematics)

MCom, MBA

Ms. Sunita Nirmani

Mr. Shankarnarayanan

Dr. M. S.Lakshmi

MA Economics

MCom, PGDM

MA Economics, Ph.D

Mr. Sushil Jadhav

Mr. Anand H.S

Dr. Rachna Singh

MCom, M.Phil

BE, MBA

BA B.Ed, M.Ed, M.Phil, Ph.D

Ms. Reena J

Ms. Anchal Dua

Ms. Nancy Singh

MA, PGDBM

LLM

BBA, MBA

Mr. Raghu Banakar

Major General J U Matai

MCA

NDA, MSc Defence Studies, PGDBM

Resource Persons
Mr. Irshad Ali, Unit Manager, Future Gererale; Dr. M. M. Bagali, Professor, HRD; Prof. Brijesh Bhatt, C U Shah Commerce College,
Ahmedabad; Prof. (Dr.) Sandeeps K Bhatt, PG Dept. of Business Studies, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar, Dist. Anand, Gujarat; Dr.
Shankar Bijapur, Leading Gynecologist; Mr. B S Biradar, Sr. Executive, ACC, Bangalore; Dr. Meena Chandwarkar, Principal, Sakre College,
Bagalkot; Mr. Subhash Chaudhary, Director, The Vinayak Sahakari Bank Ltd., Ahmedabad; Dr. Pratapsinh Chauhan, Professor & Head,
Department of Business Administration, Saurashtra University, Rajkot; Mr. Surendra Dani; Mr. Daniel, Centre Head, ICIC; Mr. Ram Chandar
Dahiya, AGM, Dena Bank, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad.; Mr. N B Deshpande, Sr. Vice President, Kou-Chan Knowledge Convergence Ltd.; Mr.
Mahesh Doddamani, Project Manager ICHAP; Mr. Hirevenkana Goudar, Director, IEMR, Hubli; Mr. Debashish Ganguli, Executive Director,
Akshar Heathcare Pvt. Ltd. Ahmedabad; Dr. Dexaben C Gohil, Head of Department, Department of Commerce & Business Administration,
Saurashtra University, Rajkot.; Mr. Asheef Ikbal, Sr. Design Engineer, Mistral; Mr. Gururaj Jamakhandi, Reporter, Times of India Daily, Hubli;
Mr. Naveen Jha, Director, Deshpande Foundation; Anilkumar R Joshi, Finance Manager, Godrej - Boycee Ltd., Ahmedabad.; Mr. Vijay Hugar,
Project Manager, NACO; Mr. Tejpal Hooda, Shanti Sarwar Prakashan, Ahmedabad; Dr. Sarjan Katakar, Principal Correspondent, The New
Indian Express, Belgaum; Mr. Sunil Kattimani, Channel Manager, Karnataka, DTDC; Mr. Nagaraj M. Khatavkar, General Manager, ESSEL Pro
Packs Ltd, Mumbai; Mr. Nandaraj M Khatavkar, CA; Mr. Kirankumar, Regional Manager, ICICI Securities Ltd; Mr. Uday Koppalkar, Centre
Manager, ICICI Securities Ltd; Mr. S A Kori, CEO, Atma, Hubli; Dr. Arvind Kulkarni, HOD, Dept. Civil Engg. KHK, Dharwad; Prof. Krishna
Kulkarni, Professor, Botany; Mr. Rajesh Kurndwad, Branch Manager, ICICI Lombard; Mr. D S Khokhar, General Manager, Varansi (UP); Prof.
Ramesh Mangal, Prof Head & Dean,Devi Ahilya University, Indore.; Dr. Ramanna Modagi, Principal, Govt Highschool & Noted Folk Artist,
Hubli; Mr. M Madan Mohan, Special Correspondent, The Hindu Daily, Hubli; Mr. Mohan Nagammanavar, Social Activist & Sr. Journalist,
Dharwad; Prof. Mukund Nagnur, Industrial Expert, Practicing Law; Prof. Nandish, Professor Psychology; Dr. Sailesh J. Parmar, Associate
Professor & Dean, Department of Commerce & Business Administration, Saurashtra University, Rajkot.; Dr. Anand Pandirangi, Psychiatrist; Mr.
Mahesh M Patil, Direct Marketing Associate, UTI Bank; Mr. Manoj Goudar Patil, Joint Editor, Samyukta Karnataka Daily, Hubli; Mr S.C. Patil,
Professor, Production; Dr. Patil Puttappa, Sr. Veteran Journalist, Hubli; Dr. Ramesh, Professor, Goa University; Mr. Sajai Sadanand, State Head
HR, ICICI Securities Ltd; Mr. Mallikarjun Siddannavar, Principal Correspondent, Kannadaprabha Daily, Hubli; Mr. Ashish Shah, Educator and
Finance Consultant, Paldi, Ahmedabad.; Mr. Nishant D. Shah, Director, SITC, Aviation Ltd. Ahmedabad; Dr. J P Sirur, Consultant; Mr. Jai
Prakash Sheokand, Chief Regional Manager, The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd., Jaipur (Rajasthan); Mr. Mahesh Vanjeri, Professor
Marketing; Mr. Shyama Sundar Vattam, Sr. Reporter, Deccan Herald Daily, Hubli; Prof. S Venkateshvaralu, Prof & Dean, Osmania University,
Hyderabad.; Dr. Parimal H Vyas, Professor and Head, Department of Commerce & Business Administration, M.S. University of Baroda,
Vadodra.; Mr. Prashant Yatgiri, Professor, Marketing; Mr. Yathiraju, Resident Editor, Vijaykarnataka Daily, Hubli; Arun Agarwal, CA.CS Consultant; Jayanti Prasad, MA - Corporate Trainer; Laxmi Choudhry, HR Consultant.; Ms.Waltraut Ritter, Research Director. Knowledge
Dialogues, HongKong.;Mr.M.S.Balaji, Chief Manager-HR, Siemens;Mr.Srinivas Bikkina, Head-HR,AT & T GBSI India.; Dr.Bob Hockstra,
Founder & Director, Palindrome.;Mr.K. Ullas Kamath,Dy.MD, Jyothy laboratories Ltd.;Mr.Simha HNLN, VP, Larsen & Toubro Ltd.; Mr.Marcel
Hungerbuehler, CEO, BIAL.; Dr.K.Murugan, MD, UL Management Systems Solutions India Pvt.Ltd.; Mr.T.K.Vardarajan, Head-Operations
Excellence & Change Management.L&T.; Mr.H.PrakashRao,CEO, Electronic City Industries Association(ELCIA).;Dr.Subhash Sharma, Dean,
Indian Business Academy,;Mr.Giri Narayana, Director HR, Lineage Power India, Former Chairman NIPM.; Mr.Sanjay Chakravarty, DGM
Corporate Communication, BOSCH.
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Our knowledge partners help
us to generate the synergy of learning and participating.
IBMR Knowledge Partners

Pondicherry University
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Foreign University
Collaborations

Stirling University, UK
The University of Stirling, Scotland has an enviable reputation for the high quality of its learning and teaching,
research and scholarship programmes. Known world
over for its innovation and excellence in business education, in the UK, Stirling has been ranked among the top
ten universities in the UK in The Time Higher Awards in
2007 for the quality of student experience. Stirling is a
vibrant student body with a sizeable post graduate community from UK and overseas. The University has over
9000 students, 2000 of whom are pursuing post graduate
studies.
Established in 1985, the Stirling MBA programme has
retained its position as one of UK's top MBA
programmes. In addition to specialist expertise in corporate finance, international marketing, strategic management, accountancy, business and e-commerce, Stirling
has in international reputation in retailing management,
public service management, business resource management and HR management.
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As a medium-size, campus based university with many
students living on campus, Stirling has a strong community feel, and most visitors are immediately impressed
with the friendly atmosphere at the university. With its
world-class scholars and researchers, working in the
backdrop of a serene campus of inspiring beauty, Stirling
is regarded as one of the finest centres of learning in
Europe.
IAE Business Graduate Institute, Grenoble, France
The Grenoble University Graduate Business Institute
offers a wide range of programmes at the graduate and
post graduate level. Situated in the picturesque high
lands and mountain range, the destination of winter
sports, the Grenoble IAE belongs to the national network
of Graduate Business Schools of France. IAE Grenoble
works in close collaboration with leading firms in French
Business Sector and provides an extremely international
learning environment.
The Grenoble metropolitan area ranks among Europe's
leading technopolis involving a vast range of high technology industries. With close to twenty thousand

IBMR's global effort consists
of collaboration with various
world class institutions.

researchers, Grenoble prides itself as France's second
largest research center. The metropolitan area is the
home of several major international laboratories in technology and scientific research. Many prestigious multinational corporations have been attracted to Grenoble.

lications in fields of common interests. IBMR-IAE
Bordeaux partnership offers significant value to Indian
as well as European students to enrich knowledge and
gain exposure to global management issues in a multicultural learning environment.

IAE Bordeaux University, France
IBMR and IAE Bordeaux University, France, are collaborating in developing and delivering joint academic
programmes, course development on the specificities of
Indian market, faculty exchange, student exchange and
joint research programmes.

Staffordshire University, Stoke, UK.
The University provides an extensive range of courses at
foundation, certificate, diploma, degree and postgraduate level in the areas of: arts, media and design; business and law; computing, engineering and technology;
and health and sciences. It has a proven track record for
achieving excellence in teaching quality, developing
innovative courses and for providing opportunities to
study in challenging and exciting ways.

Bordeaux in the Cedex region of France is a global hub
of education, high technology industries, wine and tourism. Bordeaux offers graduate and masters level
programmes in enterprise management, finance and
commerce, international management, cross cultural
management, technology management and a host of
business oriented areas. The articulation with IBMR
opens new vistas of cooperation in exchange of information in the field of education, research and training,
joint management of doctoral theses, joint scientific pub-

In addition to specialist expertise in corporate finance,
international marketing, strategic management,
accountancy, business and e-commerce, Stirling has an
international reputation in retailing management, public service management, business resource management and HR management.
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Discover the
IBMR advantages

24/7 Internet
and wi-fi
enabled
Campuses

Industry
Integrated
curriculum

Excellent
placement
record

Top-notch
faculty

Student
Exchange
Programmes
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Study
1 year in India &
1 year abroad

IBMR offers unique benefits
and advantages to students.
International
academic
tours

Innovative
pedagogy

Study material
for all
students

Campuses
in Hubli,
Bangalore,
Ahmedabad
and Delhi NCR

International
visiting faculty
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Experience IBMR

IBMR offers 2-year dual degree programme where in
students get opportunity to pursue both PGPM (Post
Graduate Programme in Management), which is
industry-relevant & autonomous, and MBA (Masters in
Business Administration) of Bharathiar University
(Participatory programme).
There are global options. Students can complete one
year of study and pursue foreign study during the
second year. There are many global institutions which
will accept IBMR students. The study and course
choices are many and IBMR is unique with its study
offerings.
The students at IBMR enjoy unique benefits like:
§ Free Laptop to every Student
§ 24/7 Wi-Fi enabled Campus
§ Experienced Faculty & Visiting Faculty
§ Certificate Course in SAP
§ Special Talks by CEOs
§ Support for Placements in Industry
§ Free industrial Foreign Tour to Singapore & Malaysia

§ Special Trainings on Soft Skills, Corporate Etiquette, etc
§ Co-curricular initiatives like Sports & Cultural activities
§ Entrepreneurship development programme

An Ideal Environment
The infrastructure is spread over the four campuses and
has a capacity to house over 1000 students with an
annual intake of over 500 students. IBMR has over 90
academic faculty and research staff, affording a very
congenial student – faculty ratio. Students get to
enhance their skills through a host of IBMR's cocurricular activities, which are partnered with business,
trade both nationally and internationally.
Student profile
Our rigorous selection process - spear-headed by an
expert panel - ensures intake of students with high
academic and all-round capability. Our student
selection is based purely on merit and our pan-India
presence brings together students who reflect diverse
races, gender, culture and nationality, lending the
institution a multi-cultural learning environment.

§ Excellent Exposure to real Business world thru Industrial Visits
§ Opportunity to learn French, Italian as part of PGPM programs
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Experience IBMR

Programme Delivery
A rigorous classroom lecture approach, with Group
discussions, lecture-based learning, case studies,
tutorials and audio-visual presentations ensure a
strong academic rigor for the students. Simulation
exercises, role-play, Business game and other such
techniques are adopted to aid learning and groom
students into managers of true calibre.
Assessment
A stringent process which evaluates coursework along
with a number of tests, assignments and examinations
in addition to an integrative project in the final year
ensures a top class turnout of students.
International Academic Tours
The student of IBMR is exposed to the world with
opportunities to move offshore for extensive international learning to various countries like Singapore,
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Malaysia, China, Japan and Europe. Deserving
students also are sent to these countries on internships
and exchange programs. These programs are geared to
helping them understanding international business and
management practices, giving them a global exposure.
Career Counseling and Placement Support
IBMR group of institutions have an extra-ordinary
record of placing students in prime positions with
prestigious companies in India and abroad. The
focused efforts made during the study period enables
students to have a professional outlook and a clear
view of the choice of career. With strong networking
with the industry, IBMR gives an advantage to the
students so they can set forth into the industry with
confidence and purpose.

Students at IBMR will cherish
the world class facilities at
our campuses
- Dr. Nandeesh V. Hiremath
Dy Director ( Acadamics)

Personality Development
Workshops on personality development, soft skills,
English language proficiency etiquette and foreign
languages are conducted regularly to help students
add value to their profiles.
Induction and Orientation
A strong academic orientation lays the foundation for a
life long learning, ingraining in the youth the psyche of
an eternal student. The orientation program conducted
at the initial stage of entry to the campus enables the
students to familiarize themselves with the teaching
methodology and aids used in the classroom, use of
campus infrastructure, library, and computer laboratory.
Student Presentations
Student presentations bring about an environment
where students learn to work in teams, and achieve
the desired results while taking the team along the
desired objectives. Group discussion are simulations

for real life corporate meetings and board room
discussions, enabling students to gain important
inputs in group dynamics, conflict resolution, and
professional conduct.
Industrial Visits
Industrial visits are undertaken by students during
every semester to increase interaction with Industry.
Projects ranging from organization study to specific
study in chosen specialisations are undertaken which
help to understand the intricacies of the organization
and department working.
Free Laptops
All students at IBMR are offered laptop computers, as
a part of their standard educational kit. Combined with
the wi-fi enabled campuses which offers 24 hour free
internet access, students are freed from the constraints
of the physical classrooms and have a chance to do
more and learn with a sense of freedom.
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At IBMR, students will cherish
the world class facilities and
infrastructure.
Facilities & Infrastructure

Classrooms
As with everything at IBMR, classrooms are of the
highest standards and are spacious, and airconditioned, complete with the latest of teaching aids
like Audio- visual and Video Recording facility,
projection systems and technology, that makes
learning at IBMR a truly stimulating and enjoyable
experience.
Library
The IBMR library comprises of over 30,000 text books,
reference books, journals and magazines, video library
and an e-library. The library halls are spacious, well-lit
and airy to provide the right atmosphere and ambience
for higher learning. This knowledge center has more
than 20,000 titles available to the students.
Computer Facility
The computer laboratories are equipped with the latest
technology hardware and configured with the latest
software and software tools. Thanks to a VPN of
computers across the campuses students can
exchange views and learning across the four campuses of IBMR. All the campuses offer round the clock
Wi-Fi internet access.

Hostel
IBMR offers separate boarding & lodging facilities for
men and women students. These facilities are
customized to suit the requirements in terms of
different budgets.
The sports lounge
There is a strong focus on providing leisure and sports
activities and the sports lounges are equipped for
Table-tennis, Carrom, Chess and variety of other
indoor and board games.
Group Insurance
IBMR has a genuine concern on health and safety of
student and students of IBMR are covered under our
group insurance scheme which is automatic for all
students.
Alumni Association
Students passing out of IBMR are offered exclusive life
time membership to a full fledged and active 5600 plus
abroad and Indian members of “IBMR Alumni
Association”. This club helps keep alive personal
interaction between both old and new students and
opening exciting career and networking opportunities
amongst IBMR alumni across the globe.
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Facilities & Infrastructure
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Academic
Programmes
MBA & IBMR value added program
The Institute of Business Management & Research
enables its students to graduate with an MBA and an
enhancement industry – integrated indigenous
Certification programme, in the two years of study. It is
the only one of its kind in India. The program provides
a two – fold advantage to the students in acquiring a
recognized degree from a university and one

certification from the institution. This is done with the
objective of providing a university based learning
program and the second to reach beyond the
curriculum of the University. This IBMR value added
certification Program has gained ready acceptance by
the industry, which is looking for contemporary
learning and multi tasking managers.

The Masters in Business Administration - MBA
Course structure
The Masters in Business Administration (MBA)
programmes are from universities recognised by AIU,
UGC, Ministry of HRD, Government of India and DEC.
These Industry Integrated / Participatory programmes
are designed to provide an advanced course in
management for those seeking managerial positions in
industry, commerce and service. The core subjects are
aimed developing knowledge and skill in fundamental
management discipline with specializations in
functional areas.

Objectives
This course aims at realizing the following objectives
§ To provide intensive theoretical & practical

knowledge of management.
§ To

provide an integrated perspective of
Management functioning along with a flair amount
of exposure to real life cases/ technical know how.

§ To hone the students analytical know abilities.
§ To provide access to a broad base of knowledge in

core managerial skills.
§ To develop the essential management skills

required to meet & participate in an increasingly
international business environment.
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Director (Academics) IBMR, Delhi NCR

IBMR value added certification programme
Non Technical Non Professional Certification Programme
Course structure
The Industry – Integrated certification programme,
juxtaposes the courses of the MBA Program with
additional courses which are either prescribed by the
industry or motivated by our experience of placing
students. The additional course not only gives a well
rounded knowledge but makes them relevant and ready
for the industry. The curriculum incorporates a few
foundation modules designed to equip the students with
professional skills of communication, decision making,
thinking and Industry experience with value added
certification courses ERP, Foreign Language, Tally,
Microsoft etc, from IBMR knowledge partners.
IBMR has addressed the growing need for continuous
upgrading and enhancing the quality and relevance of
the curriculum and methodology in its course to match
the ever changing needs of industry, commerce and
service.

Objectives
This course aims at realizing the following objectives
§ To bridge the gap between university curriculum and

latest industry requirement.
§ To inculcate in the student requirement that are

beyond knowledge given in the curriculum in areas
such as interpersonal skills, creativity, lateral thinking,
communication, people management, are essential
components for progress in any sphere.
§ To provide the IBMR competitive edge to the students

and make them professionals to compete in the
international market. Towards this we also provide
language classes in like French German / Italian and
Japanese.
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Internship & Placements

IBMR group has a history of strong relationships with
leading business organisations, and we continue to
reinforce these relationships and expand our corporate
partnerships.

IBMR students are placed in the best of Indian and
Global corporates and are scripting their own success
stories. IBMR students have done the institution proud
by scaling new heights of success in their careers in
companies across the country.

Recent Placements
• Amruta Castle Country • Bajaj Capital • Cadila Health Care • CitiBank • Corporation Bank • Dr. Reddy's Lab
• Fine Blanking Pvt. Ltd. • Food Drugs Control • Godrej • HLL • ICICI • IDBI • Indian Oil Corporation • Infosys
• Kisan Plant Bio Tech • KPTCL • Kotak Mahindra • Kurlon • LG • Maruti Udyog Ltd. • Marsh, Strat & Tango
• Media Consultant • Nerolac • Philips • Pooja Yellow Pages • Pratam Motors • Resort Watersports • Sreeram Group
• Sun Microsystems • Standard Chartered Bank • Times of India • Touch Tel • UTI • Way 2 Wealth • Sharekhan • Indiabulls
• Sprism Kotak Securities • Iflex • Times of India • Ricoh • Integramicrosystems • DSP Melryll Lynch • JM Morgan Stanley
• SPSS • Samtrack • Keysoft • RR Finance Capital • Nous Information • Madhus Garage Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
• Sundaran Finance • Vtel • Bajaj Allianz • Ozon Group of Company • Defy Networks • Met Life • Ernst and Young
• Paradign Pvt Ltd • Edusource Consulting Services • W.J. Towell & Co. (L.L.C) Engineering Division, Ruwi (OMAN)
• J.P. Morgan • BNY Mellon (Bank of New York) • WNS Global Service • Choice Hotels India • Intas Pharma • Bajaj Alliance
• ICICI Lombard • Mahindra Finance • Somani Tiles • TATA AIG Life • Kilmist • Coffee Day • ZICE Holidays • Symantec
• Virgin Mobile • Paramount Airways • Northern Trust • Aircel

IBMR Placement Process
Skill Evaluation

Skill Revaluation

1st Semester
Training
Communication Skills
Presentation Skills
Project Management

2nd Semester
Need Based Training
Special Training Based
on Identified Areas

Sectoral Placement 2010

4th Semester
Campus Interviews
Placements

Salary Package for the batch 2010

4

6.60 LACS

61
3
13
11

3rd Semester
Pre-Placement Workshops
Induction of Interview
Specific Skills

119

5
4.55 LACS

4

21
39
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4

45
18

Highest Salary

3 10

Average Salary

FINANCE SECTOR

AUTOMOTIVE

FMCG

RETAIL

MEDIA & EVENT

HEALTHCARE

PHARMACEUTICALS

IT & BPO

AVIATION & TOURISM
NGO

TELECOMMUNICATION

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

HR CONSULTANCY

REAL ESTATE

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY

Some of the Companies who have sought our students
Advaith Hyundai

Global Enterp. Infotech Sol Ltd

Larsen & Turbo Ltd

Airtel

Global Pharmatech

LG

Amruta Castle County

Godrej

Macmillan India Ltd

APTECH

Hero Honda

Makino Asia Pte. Ltd

Arrow Electronics India Ltd

Himalaya Drug Company

Maruti Udyog Ltd

Ashritha Boards International

Hinduja TMT Ltd

Mascot system Ltd

Auto Desk India Pvt Ltd

HLL

McDowell & Company

Bagla Exports Pvt Ltd

I F B Industries Ltd

Media Consultant

Bajaj Capital

IBM

Mericon Leather Pvt Ltd

Bharathi Mobile Ltd

ICFAI University

Microwave Infotech

Sheshadripuram Education
Trust
Sourth Eastern Roadways Ltd
Span System Corporation
Spicer India Ltd
Sreeram Group
Standard Chartered Bank
StreamNet (India) Pvt Ltd
Surya 2000 Ltd
Telesoft Pvt Ltd
Thames Business School
(Singapore)

BPLNET.com

ICICI

Nerolac

Cadila Health Care

IDBI

NIIT Ltd

The Hindu

Canon India Pvt Ltd

India Meters Ltd

Novartis India Ltd

Touch Tel

Centurion Bank

Indian Oil Corporation

NSP Electronics Ltd

Toyota Kirlosakar Motor Ltd

Citibank Shelters

Infosys Technologies

Nypro Forbes Products Ltd

Unitherm Engineers Ltd

Corporation Bank

Infotech Global Inc

Object Orb

Universal Textile Mills

Crest Advertising Pvt Ltd

Intel

Pepperl + Fuchs (India) Pvt Ltd

Usha International Ltd

Dell International Services

Jamkhandi Sugar Mills

Pharmacia India Pvt Ltd

UTI Bank

Dr. Reddy's Lab

Jenburnt Pharmaceuticals Ltd

Philips

Versabyte Data System

Empee Distilleries Ltd

KARVY Consultancy

Pooja Yellow Pages

VRL

ES Electronics India Pvt Ltd

Kisan Plant Bio Tech

Pratam Motors

VYSYA Bank

Farcom Cable System Pvt Ltd

Kotak

Redington India Ltd

Way 2 Wealth Securities

Fine Blanking Pvt Ltd

KPTCL

Resort Watersports

West Coast Paper Mills Ltd

Food Drugs Control

Kristal Group

S M Creative Electronics Ltd

WIPRO Technologiess

Fusion Software Engg. Pvt Ltd

KSIIDC Ltd

Saudi Ceramic Company

Genral Electric Company

Kurlon
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Visitors at IBMR
Business Schools

30

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

1.

Italian University delegates interacting with IBMR
students

2.

Mr. Stuart Shorthouse, International Development
Officer, University of Stirling, UK at the IBMR IBS campus

3.

Chairman Mr. Vinaychandra Mahendrakar interacting
with Grenoble University officials

4.

Partnership Strategy meeting of University of Stirling and
IBMR

5.

Mr. Girinarayanan, HR Expert addressing students

6.

Dr. John C. Kozup, Associate Professor of Marketing at
the Villanova School of Business and Founding Director of
the Villanova University Center for Marketing and Public
Policy Research, USA, leading a delegation to IBMR IBS

7.

Ms Chitra Chandrasekhar, Business Strategy Consultant,
Oliver Wyman - Financial Services, USA, addressing
students on Challenges of Global Economic Meltdown at
IBMR IBS

8.

Dr. Peter Flett, Director, MBA Programme, University of
Stirling, UK, interacting with students at IBMR IBS

9.

Swiss business and university delegation members
exploring new collaboration opportunities with IBMR at a
meeting hosted by Swiss India Chamber of Commerce &
Industry and IBMR

10. Dr.Shantala Hegde, Associate Consultant, WIPRO
Technologies with the students after her address on
“Neuropsychological Perspective & Management

Visitors at IBMR share industry
practices to enable students
to visualize their learning.
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

11. Industry panel diagnosing problems of global financial
crisis along with IBMR faculty and student. Mr. M.
Madhusudhan Rao, Quality Manger, Texas Instruments,
Mr.Balaji Rao, Asst. Vice President, Karvy Stock Broking
Ltd at the Panel Discussion at the Seminar on “Global
Financial Turmoil: How do we cope up with it?”
Dr.Nandeesh V. Hiremath, Dy Director & Mr.Shivakanth
Shetty, Faculty IBMR-IBS, look on.
12. Academic collaboration planning meeting with
University of Stirling
13. Session on Research Methodology.

15. Deputy Principal, Dean, Director and senior faculty
members of University of Stirling with Chairman and ED
& Dean of IBMR IBS at Stirling, UK
16. Signing of collaboration document with Grenoble
University, France
17. Chairman Mr. Vinaychandra Mahendrakar with Dean,
Director and senior faculty members of Bordeaux
University, France
18. Dr. Sybille Sachs & Prof. Dr. Edwin Ruhli, University of
Applied Sciences for Business & Administration, Zurich,
interacting with IBMR team.

14. Mr. MS Shantharam, Senior Vice President (Operations),
Titan Industries Ltd, addressing students on “Manufacturing - the backbone of Industry”

31

Life at IBMR
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Life at IBMR is a blend of academics, extra-curricular and leisure activities. A
clutch of student clubs which are well supported by the institute give
students opportunity to pursue hobbies of their interest. In addition,
activities such as cultural programmes, student fests, festival and national
celebrations, and inter-college events make life at IBMR truly colourful,
enriching and enjoyable.
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Alumni Reflections
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Students at IBMR are a
closely knit and happy
community.
Students Feedback
Ankit Mittal – A proper infra for education
with experienced faculty who brings
professionals out of regular college student.
Despite of studies it also add some fun and
unforgettable memories.

Nidhi Gangal, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Over the years, IBMR has grown into a
mature institution with global relationship,
imparting high quality management
education. Today IBMR is a melting point of
the best of academia, industry and research.

Sameer Hunagund – IBMR has provided the
confidence, enthusiasm and platform for
young talented students who are today's
talented Indian citizens. “Quality is more than
Quantity in IBMR” IBMR is potential Institute
for students to pursue the quality education.

D. Rajendrababu – IBMR has provided a very
good infrastructure with fully wi-fi connected
campus for students and the faculty members
of college are well experienced with rich
corporate knowledge. The college supports
the students and helps to participate in all
different events which are happenings around
India. I'm proud to be an IBMRIAN

ANNU SINGH, Patna, Bihar
IBMR provides state of art infrastructure,
new teaching aids, world class library,
atmosphere for all of us to sustain our
career goals and become successful
professionals. Thank you IBMR!

Sanjay Kumar – IBMR provides a right
platform to students in building up their
career. Here faculty are very kind and
helpful. In short IBMR is the right place to
utilize our time and money as well.

Pearl Sahana Mitra – IBMR has provided all
of us with good infrastructures and also
faculties they motivate us to participate in
all the events. IBMR has supported us in all
aspects. Im proud to say that I am a part of
this reputed college

ATMARAM JOSHI, Panchagani,
Maharashtra
As far as the Academics is concerned, the
University syllabus provides an excellent
foundation for a smooth take off in our
respective careers. The co-curricular
activities like industrial exposure have given
us an overview of the industrial world. The
various orientation programmes have
helped us in the development of our
personality. I must confess studying at IBMR
has been a wonderful experience.
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Location Maps

Hubli

Bangalore
Indira
Nagar
AIRPORT

ROAD

Karnataka
Institute
of Medical
Science(KIMS)

KIMS Back Gate

IBMR

AD
80 FEET RO

Ejipura

KIMS
Tennis
Court

IBMR-IBS

NH

KIMS
Sports
Complex

4

Amruth
Theater

St. Johns
Medical College
HOSUR RO
AD

Madiwala
Ayyappa Temple

The twin cities of Hubli-Dharwad are located at a
distance of around 418 Km north of Bangalore and 550
Km south of Mumbai. The city of Dharwad is just east of
the famous Western Ghats and is surrounded by hills
and lakes. The city of Dharwad is the district head
quarters and twin cities (Hubli-Dharwad) are educational and financial, industrial hub for North Karnataka.
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A hub of new generation enterprises a headquarter of
blue chip companies like Infosys and Wipro, a place with
sizable presence of the companies like IBM, Intel,
Philips, Lucent, Cisco and many similar multi national
giants - an attractive destination for international
investments - truly a vibrant economy and cosmo society
well connected by Rail, Road and Air to the prominent
cities in India and the rest of the world - Bangalore is
undoubtedly the Silicon Valley of India and Knowledge
Capital of India.

IBMR campuses have unique
locational advantages
across India.
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Ahmedabad is the largest city in Gujarat and the
seventh-largest city in India is located in central part of
Gujarat state and it enjoys a thriving cultural tradition.
Many Universities and institutions are located within
city area such as Gujarat University, Nirma University
CEPT University, IIM-A, MICA and EDI.The Ahmedabad
Management Association and many other SFIs are also
established to impart management training and
experience to young students and professionals.
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IBMR

Gurgaon district is situated in NCR of Delhi, the capital
of India. The locational advantage of Gurgaon is so
unique that it has seen tremendous growth in the last ten
years. This planned city is also home to new Information
Technology companies, both Indian and Foreign. Many
Services sector companies have chosen to have their
head offices located in this region.
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Applying to
IBMR
Admission at IBMR is on cumulative performance of the
applicants in Academics, Management Aptitude Tests
and Personal Interview

Fill up and return the application form with all
necessary documents
(as described in the application form)

To be eligible for admissions to the MBA and IBMR
Value added programme,. Candidates must have
appeared for any of the below tests subject to the
approval of admission committee.

§ Select your place of Counselling and personal

§ Management Aptitude test (MAT)

Admission Procedure

interview and confirm your presence as explained in
brochures.
§ Students must strictly carry filled up application

forms along with prescribed cash or DD as on
mentioned date in the brochure.
§ Success full candidate will receive offer letters with

instructions on how to complete the admission
procedure.
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§ Common Admission test (CAT)
§ AIMS test for management admissions (ATMA)
§ NAT
§ XAT

Personal Interview
Candidates will be called for Counselling Session and
personal interview only after they have cleared any of
the management Admission Aptitude tests.

HUBLI

BANGALORE

AHMEDABAD

DELHI NCR

BANGALORE Campus
IBMR International Business School, #1, Second Cross, 80 feet Road, K R Garden, Koramangala
Bangalore - 560 095. Karnataka, India. Phone: 080 3242 2424 / 3202 2270 Mobile: 09342546907 / 09379898907
Email: mba.bangalore@ibmrbschool.org
AHMEDABAD Campus
IBMR Business School, 8/182, Sunrise Park, Adjacent ASIA School, Drive-in Road, Ahmedabad - 380 054. Gujarat, India.
Phone: 079 3245 1917 / 2685 8717 Mobile: 09974010917 / 09974092917 Email: mba.ahmedabad@ibmrbschool.org
DELHI NCR (GURGAON) Campus
IBMR Business School, D-14, Infocity-2, Sector-33, Near Hero Honda Chowk, (Delhi NCR), Gurgaon - 122 001. Haryana. India.
Phone: 0124 3220833 / 3221833 Mobile: 09311180833 / 09311180834 Email: mba.gurgaon@ibmrbschool.org

www.ibmrbschool.org

1012506 SCPL Design, enquiry@scpl.net

HUBLI Campus
IBMR Business School, Main Road, Baillappanavar Nagar, Behind KIMS, Hubli - 580 029. Karnataka, India.
Phone: 0836 3246688 / 4251331 Mobile: 09945111232 / 09379010259 Email: mba.hubli@ibmrbschool.org

